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Maiden Bust 
Dabney Peters '22
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The Shoal
The Behemoths 

George Hammond '22

When first the seeds of light danced across the virgin skies, all were but blind 
to it. The abyss above blanketed the behemoth beasts that made the land their 
uncontested domain. These sightless monsters made their meals out of large 
rock-like fungal growths which were plentiful wherever life could be found. 
They were much too slow for the various skittering scavengers that sought 
coveted creature cadavers, though they occasionally did catch careless depth-
dwellers that emerged from their cavern homes to feast on the growths more 
bountiful on the surface, blind to the beasts’ presence in the perpetual 
darkness. Despite their size, the behemoths did not feed often; to conserve 
energy, they entered regular periods of hibernation. But when they did feed, 
they gorged themselves. In spite of their periodical immobility, they remained 
the sole regents of the world above in the age of darkness. 

The seeds of illumination soon sprouted, unbeknownst to the eyeless 
emperors of the surface. The depth-dwellers, however, were quick to take 
action. Some more inquisitive ones, on a daring venture to the surface, noticed 
something peculiar. It was light, other than the soft glow of the bioluminescent 
growths they’d developed eyes to feed on, and subsequently carry the spores 
of. The light was strong, only allowing for blurry shapes to be made out, but for 
the first time, the surface could be known to them. There was much more room 
for fungal growth, uninhibited by low ceilings and awkward walls. Here, the 
growths were noticeably larger and more plentiful. And endless bounty, and yet 
none of them had claimed it prior. They were soon reminded, however, of why it 
had been so. The infant light illuminated large, mobile shapes, speckled 
throughout the environment. For the first time, they had been revealed, and their 
once certain grip of the surface could now be avoided, as the depth-dwellers 
now had means to see them. This inspired mass migration to the surface, and 
soon the semi-sedentary creatures could roam and reap the benefits of the 
untouched feast before them. 

But this age of bounty was short-lived. The first hints of change came later 
to the behemoths as the blooming light escorted a wonderful, foreign 
sensation: warmth. 
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Warmth, as they soon learned, was a wondrous force that inspired life 

and growth, but most importantly energy. Heat embraced life, increasing 
the body’s potential. The once unmoving behemoths reveled in this 
newfound vitality. Constant motion, uninhibited by slumber periods, was 
now possible. The behemoths found themselves faster and more 
aggressive, with no prey able to escape. Even the untouchable 
scavengers began to find themselves in the beats’ maws. To 
compromise for their abilities, the behemoths were left with a ravenous 
hunger. With an insatiable bloodlust, the behemoths hunted any morsel 
they could find, hardly leaving any remains. Nothing could pose any 
threat to their reign. 

The newly thriving depth-dwellers found their population radically 
diminishing as well, being easy targets for the unquenchable behemoths. 
With their mortality rate exceeding their breeding, the depth-dwellers 
were driven back to the caverns from whence they came. They would 
have to return to their old, mundane, restricted lives. Now, however, 
there was little to keep them in check. The scavengers, their old 
nemeses, were either dead or living life anew on the surface. Combined 
with the behemoth’s lack of interest for the subsurface, the depth-
dwellers reproduced exponentially. The subterranean, smaller variant of 
the rock-like fungus that fed the world struggled to accommodate the 
growth. The caves were soon stripped bare, and the depth-dwellers 
faced famine. Even without a predator, they began to perish. They would 
be forced toward the wilderness of the surface once again, of which 
their brief memory had faded. 

It was a massacre. In the carnage of the Behemoth’s strengthened 
reign, they developed an appetite sated only by flesh. The scavengers 
on which they fed had their own means of evading the behemoths, but 
they were heavily reduced regardless. It was not enough to keep the 
beasts’ species alive. Edging on desperation, the behemoths had need 
for new nutrition, and now here it was. The great influx of depth-dwellers 
became a feast for the behemoths. The huge beasts gorged themselves 
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The Shoal
on the helpless creatures that although had the gift of sight, were much too 
slow to avoid casualty. 

Despite their blindness, the behemoths ruthlessly hunted the depth-
dwellers, aided by their other heightened senses. Oppressed by the 
behemoths for what became generations, the depth-dwellers very gradually 
reinforced themselves against the monsters’ threat. Their legs grew to be 
lengthened and jointed, springy, catered for the ability to escape hungry 
jaws with long leaps and quick movement. These legs did fulfill their 
purpose, however the behemoths learned that the quick movement left the 
depth-dwellers dazed from motion confusion; their primordial eyes could not 
follow the rapid motion; the behemoths counteracted, waiting for startled 
prey that was helpless against their wrath. The depth-dwellers’ bodies grew 
hardened to resist the force of their enemy, but these scales too were 
exploited and breached, and their bulkiness obscured their vision. After 
countless generations, each countermeasure resulting in failure, the depth-
dwellers at last began to trend toward improving their greatest advantage: 
their eyes. 

Blurred shapes and outlines were all that were known to them, which did 
allow for basic spatial awareness, but failed to keep up with developing 
species. Unaware of their potential, improvements developed as a fluke. By 
chance, few gained the ability to perceive basic color, which then appeared 
in most of the population. Color vision granted the ability to differentiate 
between several features of the world, but also resulted in more visual 
confusion during motion. In response, form definition and enhanced vision 
became popular among the species. The world became fully conceivable to 
them. Their falling population began to slowly stabilize, now able to evade 
the behemoths without being dazed. Those who failed to utilize eyesight 
died off, easy prey for the now starving behemoths. 

The fuzzy shapes of the surface growths became known to be towering, 
ashy structures that pierced the sky, with sturdy tendrils branching out high 
above, previously confused with barren geological formations. 
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The depth-dwellers rose once again, migrating from the quagmire of the 
surface to the haven of the growths, easily able to scale the stalks with 
their acquired jumping prowess and crucial ability to move without visual 
inhibition. Making their living above in the growths, the depth-dwellers 
became utterly untouchable. In a desperate effort to maintain their grasp 
of the depth-dwellers than remained stranded on the surface, the 
behemoths emulated vision in their own eyes, but these did not help them 
grasp the magnitude of their environment, and the sudden introduction of 
light, which now was a grand presence in the sky, proved disorienting and 
detrimental to their species. 

Artificial fatalities among the depth-dwellers became nearly 
nonexistent, having no worry of the harmless behemoths. The emaciated 
monsters attempted to return once more to the growths that had originally 
hosted life, only to find themselves unable to consume it. With the 
scavengers extinct, growths inedible, and depth-dwellers unbeknownst to 
them, the behemoths’ regime slowed to its destined end. In the solace of 
the ashy growths, the depth-dwellers silently witnessed the fall of their 
oppressors. The last of the behemoths eventually succumbed to their fate 
under the brilliant radiance of the golden sky above. 

Never Forget 
Lillianne Smith '24 
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Women in War 
Hannah Birmingham '23 

To fly in a sky 
Without planes missiles, and raids 
Is a distant wish. 
For the Nightingale 

Dreaming. of a second sky 
Caged. 
With clipped wings 
She waits- under clouds of-gray-weight. 

Soaring towards the second sky 
Meticulously, weaving, 
Around falling drops of rain 
She glides between. 

Following her distant song 
Men begin to pick up their feet 
And turn their dirt stricken faces 
Towards ruined cities, they once called home 

Defiant. 
She did not wait-
And the Nightingale 
saved 
The World! 
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Mouse 
Casey McGowan '22 
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Once Upon a Time... 

Siena Girouard '22
Once Upon A… 

Time. From the moment you read that first letter “T,” forty-two characters 
ago, five seconds have elapsed. 

I’ve thought a lot about time. 

Today, for example, I’m trying to figure out what “time” is to piece together 
this essay. 

So time, in essence, is the seemingly indefinite measure of everyday life. It 

never slows. It never stops. It brings a silence so deafening, almost anyone 

would be driven to insanity if they listened too long. 

I initially approached this essay thinking about time management--like how I 

overslept and accidentally missed my PSATs; or simply staring blankly at the 

clock in class, watching it tick with such precision; each succeeding interval 

seeming twice as long as the one preceding--but then I realized I don’t care 

much about time management, so now I’m here: 

When I was four, my favorite color was pink. I had pink stuffed animals, pink 

clothing, a pink bedspread--everything pink. So, when I received a blue hand-

me-down bike from my brother, well… I decided to do everything in my power 

to make it pink. I gathered my cheap art supplies, brought that dreaded blue 

bike to the driveway, and got to work. 

My palms and knees scraped on the driveway; globs of paint had collected 

underneath my chewed fingernails and in the fibers of my clothes, but it didn’t 
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matter. I was completely committed to transforming every last inch of blue 

pink--which explains why I was okay with the five hours it then took. Have you 

ever known a four-year-old to spend five uninterrupted hours doing anything 

(other than mindlessly watching tv)? It was an intersection of a challenging, 

but achievable task. I was so immersed in the process that time simply melted 

away into the soft pink paint on my minuscule paintbrush. 

Fast forward, and time is no longer a foreign concept to me. I understand 

how it moves and how it’s wasted--how it has affected me; how I have been 

consumed by the future but tethered to the past, forever living off “what if!” 

statements and dwelling on something foolish that happened years ago. 

Compared to my four-year-old self, I have changed. I’ve had to adapt to the 

structure of the world and characterize accordingly. I’ve developed and 

resolved fears, I’ve adopted and discarded interests, and ultimately, I’ve 

grown from my experiences. But in the midst of it all, there’s a part of me that 

has remained unchanged--timeless. 

Now, at seventeen, my favorite color is sage green. I have a green 

bedroom, green bedspread, green iPad, and a green scrunchie I wear in my 

hair almost every day. And when I received yet another hand-me-down bike 

(white this time), I--surprisingly--wasn’t determined to paint it green. I may not 

want to paint bikes anymore, but I’ll still gladly spend hours with a paintbrush 

in hand, meticulously devoted to my work. I am painfully ambitious and 

optimistic for my own good, sometimes where I can come off as completely 

irrational. The result is a willing desire to seek answers--to break open the 

wasp’s nest of the world’s unsolved mysteries--to ask big questions and find 

something to lose myself in--something to make me feel as carefree and 
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engaged as that four-year-old painting her bike. I view college as a time to 

explore this intersection of challenge and achievement. I gravitate towards a 

combination of science and creativity where the functions of the universe 

meet the capacity of human consciousness. 

Back here in the physical world, approximately four minutes (here on 

Earth, at least) have passed since that first letter “T.” A lot can happen in four 

minutes. For example, I am four minutes closer to my future self, but four 

minutes further from my childhood; four minutes fuller of life, yet four 

minutes closer to death. Time is inevitable--which is why I’m grateful for that 

silent part of me that never changes… 

Under the Sea 
Madeline Sabens '23 
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Sea Soup 
Arianna Marcey '22 

The Takeover 
Haylee Silvia '22 
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A World Fragmented 

Josephine Oberton '23 

Insignificant, is a simple being of leaf and stem, yet the stories it tells are 
all too true, through and through, to the root of the tragedy. 

A basil plant sits below a circular window, 3 stories up a red-brick 
residential building, eagerly waiting. Each line of the leaf contrasts perfectly 
with the bright green illuminated by the sun's love, edges curve delicately 
to shade its roots. An evergreen it lives on, even through the coldest of 
nights when the air chilled by the hiding sun creeps through the edges of 
the glass, closing inwards on its prey. Despite the dark and brooding haze 
of the clouded city sky, all parts for the star whose light gently caresses the 
little life there in the window each morning. When the tendrils of white 
reflection are upon it, the green complements the cheerful yellow ceramic 
pot, about 5-6 inches in diameter. A calloused and broad hand strides 
through the air towards the plant, cupping a glass of water carefully so as 
not to drop it, as not to let a droplet slip over the edge. The hand tilts and 
water spills over with grace, a cascading stream falling into the pot to be 
absorbed by its roots. The droplets glisten, as everything from the 
moistened dirt where the roots lie to the topmost leaf sing songs of life 
and contentment, and the figure walks away, to sit at the coffee table and 
sip a steaming beverage from a handmade mug possessing a handle of 
twisting branches. Brown hair folds over a broad face, as soft and warm 
eyes admire the meager work. The warmth of the care he gives in his work 
towards making each leaf better is nothing compared to the love and care 
he once poured into another, but it would suffice for the moment, this life 
sprang up where life had decayed. 

The sun's light falls into the yellow painted chair where he sits, the 
glimmer of the morning being absorbed by the kitchen, covered in florals, 
embroidery, and pictures of people unseen. The cabinets are hand painted 
white with blue accents, each brushstroke placed by a single hand, one 
after the other, the green of the plant due to the same adamant care. 
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A crocheted blanket half-finished lay folded in half, strewn over the top 
cushions of a raggedy sofa. A tattered book with a scrap of notebook paper 
for a bookmark sat on the wooden coffee table adjacent, the gold lettered 
writing that could only be of an old classic work embedded into the cover. 
And there on the window sat the basil plant, witnessing all that the man had 
done for his art, all he had given to this very room, and the centerpiece being 
the only other life which he shared it with, living in a yellow pot, a plant. 

A day later, and the sun still shines, yet the room seems devoid somehow, 
though none of the leaves have fallen off today. The plant leans towards its 
mother's light, soaking in all the goodness it could possibly find, yet by the 
end of the day the sun's love falls short and the leaves wilt. As the sun's last 
remaining arms caress the plants leaves as if to say goodnight before it sinks 
below the horizon once more, the plant is overshadowed by a towering city 
of cardboard. 4 more days go by without a single drop of water, though rain 
beats at the window, the wind blows with all its might to push it through to 
the little plant, yet the glass remains firm and unmoving as ever before. The 
boxes slowly disappear, like the thawing of snow, and soon the shadows of 
the room that haunt the little plant at dusk each night are gone, but in its 
absence is a much greater foe. An emptiness has filled the room, a lifeless 
desert of barren walls and floors with nothing to hold. A week has passed by, 
and now the leaves of the plant begin to take on a perfectly terrible shade of 
brown, it knows that it cannot go on much longer, seated on the sill in an 
empty room. And then the sun sets and what remains of the shriveled 

leaves curl inwards, the stem bends towards the soil in the yellow pot that 
brings about a sense of despair, now only a memory of the fulfillment that 
has been lost. The leaves take their last breath as a cold chill creeps through 
the windowsill, and death comes to take this home. 

What’s left of the love and life that used to be is only memories, only 
memories tucked away in the chasms of heart of the man who once loved it 
so. 
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Lily 
Chloe Rapoza '23 

Mallow G 
Debora Rassilan '22 

Flower Garden 
Juliana Dvorak '22 
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The Plumber 

Dennis Moraga '23

David stepped out of his stained white van that read “Best Plumbers on the 
Cape” in faded red letters and rang the pristine doorbell of the Marstons Mills 
house. There was a great cacophony of dog barks and shouting and stairs 
creaking before the door opened before him. A middle-aged, tired-looking 
man was standing in the doorway, smiling. 

“You said you got pipes that need fixing?” David asked. 

“Right on, my man. Come in. And take your coat off,” the man told him, 
taking David’s coat from him before he had a chance to say “no thanks” and 
hanging it on a hook near the entrance. A dog was at the top of the stairs, 
wagging and whimpering, separated from the two of them by a small wooden 
gate. It barked, and the man rolled his eyes. “Don’t mind Molly,” he said. “She 
always gets riled up over company. You’ll be in the basement, anyway, so I 
doubt you'll be seeing her.” 

“Mhm. So, what seems to be the problem?” 

“Good question. You’re straight to the point; I like that,” he said, tapping 
his temple with his forefinger. “So, I was doing my laundry downstairs like 
always, right?” 

“Yeah, like always, of course.” 

Don’t get wise with me, guy. That’s coming out of your tip,” he said, 
grinning. “Anyway, so I was doing my laundry, and I noticed that all the 
clothes had a weird, light green tint to ‘em. Pretty gross, right?” 

David’s ears perked up. 
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“So I thought that was weird, but I forgot it pretty soon after. But then, 

get this, the next day I was doing the dishes, right?” 

The man stared at David expectantly for a few seconds before David 
realized he was expecting him to respond. 

“Yeah?” 

“Yeah, so I was doing my dishes, and all the forks and spoons and bowls 
and stuff had this weird gross green film around them. It was awful. I bet 
you it has something to do with the pipes, you know. That’s why I called 
you,” the man explained, pointing to David. 

“I think so too,” David said, looking past the man and down the stairs into 
the basement, his brow furrowed. A few seconds of silence passed. 

“Hey, man, you feeling alright?” 

David looked up at him for a second, and then back down towards the 
basement. “It’s nothing. I just think I should get to fixing the pipes. I have a 
few more jobs today, you understand.” 

“Oh yeah, of course. I’m known to ramble. Thanks for putting up with me,” 
the man said with a smile. 

The two of them began their descent down the old wooden stairs, but the 
conversation continued. “So, where are you from?” the man asked. 

“P-Town.” 

“So what are you doing down here?” 

“Not enough crappers to fix on the outer cape. Plus you people pay 
more.” 

“Oh, do we?” the man asked, chuckling. David said nothing. 
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They made their way down the stairs, into the basement, and through the 

laundry room doors. The man pointed to a pipe behind the washing machine. 
“This one’s been squeaking for days. And Molly keeps barking at it. Drives me 
nuts.” 

“I’ll do what I can,” David said. 

“Well, I’ll leave you to it,” the man replied, heading for the door. David 
waited until he could no longer hear the stairs creaking to be sure the man 
was upstairs. He studied the pipe for a moment. Putting his ear up to it, he 
could hear a familiar sound of thumping. He took a deep breath, pulled out a 
wrench, and started to loosen the pipe. It was stuck. Finally, he got it. As he 
pulled it away, it was a grisly sight to behold. A horrible red, fleshy creature 
with dozens of eyes and mandibles was squirming and squelching in the pipe, 
making hideous squishing noises. David breathed a sigh of relief and pulled a 
faded copy of an ancient tome out of his bag. The creature’s dozen or so eyes 
all fell onto the book at once, and its screaming became more exasperated. 
David turned to a page about banishing domestic monsters, which had 
become creased and yellowed through repeated use, and began reciting an 
ancient arcane incantation. His intensity increased as the creature’s screams 
became louder, its petrified eyes all fixed on David, its immobile body trying 
desperately to escape from the pipe, but to no avail. David finished, his voice 
shaking, and then there was silence. The creature’s screaming stopped 
abruptly. Its eyes closed, and it slowly melted away. In the end, all that was 
left in its place was a puddle of green liquid that smelled like rotten eggs. 

“I’ll never get used to that,” David mumbled to himself. He pulled a small 
glass vial from his bag and collected the liquid inside. He resealed the pipe 
and walked back up the creaky stairs to the house’s main entrance. 

“Hey man, what the hell was that screaming?” 

David turned around and saw the man standing there, looking alarmed. 
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“Squeaky pipe,” David said, taking his coat from the rack and putting it 

back on. The man looked at David for a few seconds and blinked silently, 
studying his face. 

“Well, here’s your money,” the man said, his hand shaking as he delivered a 
small stack of bills into David’s hand. David fanned the pile out to check if 
there was enough. Then, for the first time since he arrived, he smiled. 

“Thank you, my good man,” he said. He tipped his hat, and he was off. 

Office People 
Ethan Littman '25
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Untitled 
Hope Oliveira '22
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Ceramic Piece 
Julia Roman '23

Deja Vu 
Mia Cooper '24

Stop and Smell 
the Flowers 

Avery Johnsen '24
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Glittering Gold 

Katherine Litton '23
The sea was a sick and twisted she couldn't swim. 

green that got grayer the more 
the sun shined through the heavy 
clouds. White foam lapped up the 
sides of the boat and over the 
occasional small wave that would 
deem its weight unbearable and 
break under the pressure. The 
wind was cold and filled with salt, 
the kind that stung one's nose. 

The wood creaked under 
Eloise’s feet as she was shoved 
over the safe raft of the ship and 
onto the flimsy wood of the plank. 
Her arms were tied behind her 
back in a rough rope that had 
seen more storms than any of the 
pirates behind her head. These 
pirates had deemed her an evil 
spirit when she had just wanted 
safe passage, and theirs was the 
cheapest. They deemed this 
evilness…her singing. Eloise’s sea-
stained white dress wrapped 
around her roped legs 
protectively as the wind blew her 
salted hair across her face. A 
grinding metal sound rolled 
before bumping cold against her 
chained ankle. These pirates had 
chained a few cannon balls to her 

ankles so that when she fell, she 

Shifting her weight with her 
toes curling against the wood of the 
plank she shuffled forwards, 
begging the cannon balls to not fall 
over the edge. Jeers echoed in her 
head as the flat of a sword hit her 
in the back. She dug her nails into 
her skin and bit deeply into her 
tongue to stop herself from 
screaming. More laughter followed. 
Eloise whipped her head around to 
face the pirates that were so 
determined to end her life, when 
the plank shifted. 

Losing her footing, Eloise fell 
sideways and hit the side of the 
tough current hard. Her lungs took 
a too small gulp of life before the 
cannon balls dragged her under the 
frothing, foaming waters and away 
from the dim light above her. 

The gray-green turned darker 
as she traveled deeper into the 
salted water. The light faded with 
each passing second, and then 
even the ship went out of view. 
Eloise struggled against her binds, 
kicking feebly and moving her arms 
weakly to get the ropes off. Her 
ears began to pop and her head 
got heavy. Her lungs began to 
protest at her movements losing 
precious few drops of oxygen they 
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had left. The air moved from her 
lungs to her throat and then back 
making the tendons pop out. Eloise 
gritted her teeth, staring through the 
salted water at the ever fading light. 

Blood roared through her ears 
and her heart began to leap back 
and forth from the left side of her 
chest to the right. Her legs forgot the 
meaning of kicking and her arms got 
heavy as lead. A few bubbles 
escaped her lips as she pressed them 
together. Eloise’s lungs sliced at the 
inside of her ribs, pushing against 
her bones and flesh. How dare she 
deny them the air they needed? As 
her lungs continued to expand, 
sliding up her throat, she was certain 
this was the exact feeling before a 
cannon ball blew through the heart 
of a ship. 

Eloise’s lungs continued to betray 
her, pushing against her throat 
muscles and her bones, stretching 
them to their limits. Her bones felt 
like they were about to snap and her 
flesh were to break apart. Her 
backbone ached as Eloise curled in 
on herself, her fingers feebly trying 
to find a rope that led to salvation. 
Darkness pressed against the sides 

of her vision, making her eyes 
squeeze shut. The pressure of the 
lungs reached her lips and split the 
flesh on her neck. 

Eloise let the few faint bubbles 
that were so demanding to retreat 

escape her lips. 
Yet again, her lungs betrayed 

her. They sucked in the salted 
green sea, searing against her 
nose, mouth, and throat. What they 
didn’t count on, was that this water 
was painful to them. Eloise's lungs 
cried out and she withered around, 
trying to get rid of the sensation. 
Salted water flooded them, clinging 
to every atom of her lungs. She 
tried to cough it up, and failed 
miserably. 

The ropes around her arms 
felt loose, but she didn’t fight them. 
She couldn’t feel the weight of the 
cannon balls around her ankles, 
but she didn’t notice. The ropes 
around her legs felt like they were 
carved into her skin. 

The salt pressed against the 
sides of her throat before ripping 
through them. 

Eloise’s eyes went wide as her 
blood floated before her eyes, but 
that wasn’t the reason. Air had 
somehow, someway, made its way 
to her lungs. It was cold and cut like 
a knife but it was air. The water 
that had once filled her lungs and 
made her body burn was gone or 
at least she couldn't feel the 
sensation. Taking another breath, it 
felt as if she was taking it through 
her teeth but she wasn't. 

Her hands and arms were free, 
the rope floating downwards. 
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Her fingertips went to the sides of 
her neck, running along six even 
slices. The raw flesh around them 
moved through the water like kelp. 
Holding her hands just above 
these cuts, Eloise took another 
breath. The water moved, shifting 
towards these cuts as she inhaled, 
before being pushed out as she 
exhaled. 

Surprise filtered through her 
as her eyes, that for some reason 
could see better now, scanned 
around her. It was just the deep 
green ocean around her. A swoosh 
caught Eloise’s attention, and she 
turned around to see what had 
caused it. Seeing nothing, but 
hearing another once, she turned 
the other way. This continued for a 
few moments before she realized 
that it was her that was making the 
noise. Her gaze drifted down to 
the bottom of the ocean. 

Outlined against the harsh 
darkness, was a fin. Long and 
elegant with an odd pattern lazily 
drifted through the water. It was a 
pale tan at the bottom that drifted 
up to a sharp dark gray with a 
rusty color before turning to a 
stained white that seemed twisted. 
Eloise couldn't feel her legs when 

she tried to kick away from the 
tail. The tail kicked. 

Dear God, her legs were the tail. 

Panic flashed through Eloise. 
Her hands dug into her hair that 
seemed no longer knotted. Her 
movements were more powerful 
against the pressing water, her 
nails longer and sharper. Her 
eyes could see farther. Her lungs 
had a new purpose. Her legs had 
a new purpose. 

Taking a long, slow breath of 
the salted ocean, Eloise let out a 
long, high, mournful sound. The 
note echoed back to her, pleasing 
to her ears. A fanged smile curled 
its way over her lips as she spun 
around, spotting the ship that 
had deemed her voice evil off in 
the distance. Well, if they deemed 
it so evil, why not prove it to 
them. 

With a quick beat of her 
powerful tail, Eloise swam on as 
she took another breath of the 
ocean and let out more 
irresistible notes. She swam 
towards the boat, her voice and 
hunger rising, singing something 
about glittering gold. 
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Floral Simplicity 
Emily Allen '23 

Rabbit Linocut 
Morgan Chaves '23 
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Paper Falls 

Catelyn Charette '22
There it lay. The corners peel 

down to the chipped tiles, the 
pages stretched, folded, 
creased, the open words left 
obscure. The final flap gave its 
last breath and settled with the 
rest of the pages, leaving a still 
stack of words in the remains of 
a person. So there it lay, left for 
the ashes. 
Only a few hours earlier, this 

brisk September morning rose 
like any other. A little sun shone 
through the early sunrise, 
peaking its usual yellows and 
blues. I began my routine: shirt, 
pants, belt, tie, suit, repeated in 
my head, a task as natural as 
breathing. I latched on my 
watch with the little hand just 
past 8 and found my way to the 
door. As I reached for the 
handle I felt a buzzing in my 
back pocket and grabbed my 
flip phone, popping the top and 
raising it to my ear. Josie began 
babbling about “only living 
once, work isn’t important, 
memories are”, the usual spiel. I 
rolled my eyes as I walked into 
my hallway, staring into the 

window looking across the city 
as light reflected off the 
buildings creating a 
kaleidoscope of colors. 

I was grounded again after 
hearing a screeching call of my 
name, “Toby, Toby, Hello?” I 
replied with a low chuckle ready 
for the upcoming bribe. 

“Come on, work isn’t until 8:30, 
that gives us plenty of time. We 
will sit by our usual window, I 
will read, you can sit and stare 
at your little watch to make sure 
you aren't late for work.” 

I began my list of reasons why 
I was unavailable. First picking 
up dry cleaning, then the 
newspaper run for the sick old 
man on the third floor, and I 
couldn’t forget about cleaning 
my pet turtle. The agitation rose 
within her tone, clearly finding 
my jokes unamusing this 
morning. I played along with my 
act, rambling on about how 
important little Tammy the 
turtle’s daily supplements were 
for her well-being. Eventually 
Josie accepted partial defeat. 
Reasoning with me she set an 
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ultimatum. I was told to be at the 
coffee shop in one hour and she 
would wait until 8:30 before she 
came all the way to my office, up 
to that tiny cubicle on the 
millionth floor, and force me to sit 
and chat with the coffee she 
would bring for me. I let out 
another laugh and said my 
goodbye. 
I headed to Church Street where 

our usual spot lay, only a row of 
cabs and a tower or two away 
from my work building. I finally 
arrived and peered around the 
post ready to see Josie waiting for 
me. I was surprised to find the 
daily newspaper sprawled on the 
table. Looking down to my watch, 
the time read 8:44. I groaned and 
reached for my phone to give a 
quick ring. Knowing her, she was 

already at my office with coffee in 
hand. My call was left without 
confirmation as I gave a final look 
into the red rimmed table, just big 
enough for two, and peered at 
today’s headline. Before I could 
register any words I was engulfed 
in a piercing sound of glass and 
metal shattering, a wave of 
screams filled the road as I 
whipped my head in confusion. 
Flames engulfed the tower behind 
only a row of cabs and a tower or 
two away, spewing ear shattering 
cries and panic. I look back at the 
paper, its motionless pages 
blurring in the soot. Only able to 
make out the heading as my knees 
shake at the last moment of her, 
New York Times, September 11, 
2001. So there I lay watching, left 
for the ashes. 
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A Fowl Loiterer 
Thomas Baldasaro '24 

Row Boat 
Lili Zac '24 

Grady 
Kassia Jablecki '23 
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The Unseen Rise 
Ethan Delory '23

Nobska Bath Houses 
Chloe Champani '23
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The Milkman 

Anthony Celeste '24
I opened the bathroom door to face an empty bathtub in the center 

of a cavernous all-white room. The walls, floor, and ceiling were all the 
same shade of eggshell white, except for the single lightbulb suspended 
over the tub. The bathroom had no sink, no shower, no toilet, but solely a 
large bathtub placed directly in the center of the room. 

I ran the faucet and observed as a torrent stream of balmy milk 
flooded my bathtub. Small bubbles appeared atop the cloudy liquid, 
soon followed by chunky curds forming where the milk reached the top 
of the tub. The vessel was filled directly to the brim, and small milk falls 
cascaded over the edge with the slightest of movement. Each step 
created ripples in the basin as the milk poured over the rim. The bathing 
tub permeated a sickly scent that vaguely reminded me of a mix between 
sour-patch kids and 
buttermilk. 

I slowly undressed and prepared myself for the treat of a glorious 
milk bath. After a deep breath to embrace the scent of the steamy skim 
milk, I slowly lowered myself into the basin of lactose. 

Buckets of hot, curdling milk flowed over the walls of the bathtub and 
left large puddles on the drain-less floor. The temperature was that of a 
hot shower, one you’d typically take on a cold winter’s night. The warm 
chunks of quickly tarnishing milk stuck to my body and squished as I 
reached the bottom of the porcelain tub. My full body was submerged in 
the thin, slowly separating substance, leaving only my head out of the 
milk’s embrace. 

The chunks of spoiled milk began to form all along my body. I felt the 
curds forming between my toes and carrying on throughout my entire 
body. I let out a deep sigh and threw my head back, fully submerging 
myself in the lukewarm milk. I opened my mouth and eyes and began to 
drink the sour liquid by the mouthful. I gulped down spoiled milk, pints at 
a time, letting out incredibly loud gulps and groans as it wreaked havoc 
through my body. I would lay in the half-empty tub for a while now, 
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laughing until tears of milk streamed down my face. Milky drops clouded 
my eyesight, blotting out the world around me. The bark of hysterical 
laughter echoed infinitely in the nearly empty room, a constant ringing 
pierced my brain. I continued to guzzle the chunks of sharp milk, letting 
the curds form like balls of mozzarella in my stomach. 

As the creamy substance encompassing me grew to a small puddle in 
the basin that I lay in, my stomach suddenly craved more. I begin lapping 
the milk off the floor of the tub, desperate for every last drop. I grind up 
the chunks between my back molars and let the gooey substance set on 
my teeth. My heart begins racing. “I want more!” I leap out of the bathtub 
and feel the cool puddles of overflowed milk between my toes. A sense of 
pleasure runs through my spine as I drop to the floor and begin slurping 
up puddles of milk. In a sense of delirium, I began bellowing aimlessly, no 
words were said. Solely sounds of pain and pleasure. I was running out of 
milk. I needed more. More, more, more! 

Stumbling over myself, I rushed towards the faucet. My bare feet 
caught no traction and slipped as I bolted across the slimy floor. I suddenly 
fall backward and collapse onto the hard cold ground. The back of my 
head swells and aches. A small pool of blood mixes with the milky puddle I 
lay in, creating a pink mixture of the two solutions. My consciousness 
begins to fade, so I start to laugh. I cry out in hysterics as the pool of blood 
grows larger, the milk goes from pink to red. I flip myself over and begin 
laughing into the milk, smashing my face into the shallow pool of milk. 
Eventually, my arms give out, and I lose consciousness. I’ve given my life to 
the milk. 
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Bus Stop Sunrise 
Nya Furey '23
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Lion's Mane 

Jellyfish 
Kaliana Baptista '22

Gray Seal 
Katelyn Gonsalves '23
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The Portal of Escape 

James Corkeron '25
It was in the gym during the last 
period where everything went 
really wrong. I had just survived 
Biology where I sat between 
Tyrone and Karen who were 
awkwardly flirting with each other 
like they always do. However, this 
time Tyrone was ranting about 
politics too which gave me an 
extremely big headache. When the 
bell rang I grabbed my bag tripping 
over my laces in a rush to get out 
the door. The class laughed and I 
could hear the laughter follow me 

like a thunder cloud as I walked 
slowly to the gym. We started 
playing dodgeball, kids were 
shoving and yelling at me to be 
faster, throw better and calling me 
‘butter fingers’. I was close to tears 
when I got back from school, but I 
held them back until I could get 
into my bedroom. I ran into the 
house and threw my school bag on 
the floor. It hit the door bouncing 
back and spilling a ton of pencils all 
over the floor. This is not the first 
time my infatuation with pencils 
has got the best of me, they always 
seem to follow me home from 
school. I looked at the pile on the 

floor, thinking that I’d need to 
make sure to bring some back to 
school or they'd have a major 
pencil shortage on their hands. I 
slammed my bedroom door and 
looked around in relief at the 
crimson red wall on the slanted 
side of the room. It was here that I 
knew I could escape, leave this 
world behind where I didn’t seem 
to fit and everyone was too loud, 
too hypocritical and lacking in 
empathy. I walked across my room 
through the portal in the wall and I 
walked out the other side. Here 
was a world where I could 
experience adventure and 
friendship, one where I didn’t need 
to be something else other than 
what I was. 
I walked into the middle of a lush 
forest that seemed almost endless 
with unicorns, dragons, dodos, and 
axolotls of all colors everywhere. 
Did you know that in our world 
axolotls are almost extinct, such a 
beautiful creature and yet nobody 
ever takes care of them so that 
they could be saved from 
extinction. Makes you think, if 
every person was able to do some-
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thing about extinction how much 
of a problem would it be really? 
‘Hey Jerome, long time no see, ' 
said Valor. He had sneaked up on 
me while I wasn't looking. Valor 
was a tiny gnome helping me on 
my quest to defeat the greatest 
threat to this world, the senator. 
The senator had been destroying 
the tribal mountain villages for 
years, enslaving the residents in a 
time loop in his castle so that they 
couldn’t escape and would have to 
keep working for him forever. Valor 
always made sure to tell me that 
he was only helping me so that he 
could build his ‘frat’ house, 
currently a stinking pile of leaves 
and branches at the edge of the 
forest. He was stubborn and 
headstrong and didn’t take no for 
an answer EVER. ``Hey you 
coming or what?” Valor asked me. I 
was so focused on my own 
thoughts that I didn’t realize I had 
been standing there while Valor 
made a carriage with two horses 
appear out of what seemed like 
nowhere. “Don’t worry Valor I’m 
coming it's not like I have anything 
better to do.” “That's the spirit,” he 
said sarcastically. I was about to 
say something back along the lines 
of ‘Hey how do two horses carry a 

carriage that's made out of heavy 
iron weighing more than 5 times 
their weight?’ But I remembered 
not to ask a gnome living in a 
fantasy world about real life 
physics. I got onboard and we rode 
through the forest winding 
through the trees at a crazy pace. 
All of a sudden, Valor hit the 
brakes 'Shhh’ he said ‘it's upon us.’ 
‘What?’ I asked back. ‘It’s a Grayiner’ 
he replied. Valor told me about 
these creatures a while ago. They 
are weird looking tall apes, 
completely made out of black and 
white silicon except for one hole 
where their mouth is. To say I 
wasn’t really a big fan of these 
walking yin and yang symbols 
would be an understatement, “look 
out!” Valor said as the ape tore the 
roof off the carriage. I gracefully fell 
out of the carriage screaming, 
flying face first into dirt where I 
proceeded to roll straight into a 
pine tree, a branch lodging firmly 
in my side. “Another happy landing, 
I see!” Valor said with a grin on his 
face, equipping himself with a 
pocket knife and a spatula he stole 
from an edgy elf girl a couple days 
ago. I quickly got up on my feet 
and pulled out the magical 
Samurai sword that Valor donated 
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to me after an interesting 
encounter with a 'bunch of fairies’. 
“Get away from the horses, you 
beast!” I yelled trying to sound 
really scary. The Grayiner looked 
back at me and I started quivering 
in my boots. Can a living thing 
really look so not alive? It had to be 
alive, but when I stared into its 
dark hole of a mouth I felt like 
getting sucked into an endless void 
of nothingness. “Aaaaaahhh”, I 
snapped out of this trance-like 
state as Valor hit a tree beside me 
screaming like a girl and flailing his 
pocket knife and spatula wildly in 
the air. I swung my sword hoping 
for the best, and felt it hit home, 
taking off the beast's arm in one 
fell swoop. I used that moment to 
lift my sword again, run at him and 
stabbed him right in his mouth. 
The ape was dead and honestly I’m 
not quite sure how I managed it. I 
shuddered, even while dying it had 
not even been phased by anything 
that happened. I usually try to 
reason with monsters like this, I 
don’t like just killing something with 
no justification. But this thing…. it 
wasn’t alive. 
“Hey Jerome, it looks like we’ve got 
more company”, Valor shouted. 
There was some mysterious figure 

perched not far from him in a tree 
branch. I guess I didn’t realize he 
was there in the heat of the battle. 
“What are you doing here?” I asked 
as Valor climbed back into the 
carriage. The guy pulled out 
something shiny. I couldn’t tell 
what it was and before I got a look 
at it the guy was on the move, 
moving swiftly from the trees to 
the ground. “Hey, I still have 
questions for you”, I shouted. I 
began to run after him through the 
forest into an open field with a 
silver pond across which there was 
a wooden bridge. The mysterious 
boy was standing on the bridge 
now toying with what I now 
recognized as a silver bow. “Hello 
Jerome, my name is Tyrant,” he 
said. “Why did you come back here, 
don’t you know you are being 
hunted by the senator?” “What is 
your purpose here, what are you 
after?” I asked. “Simple, I’m here to 
kill you!” he shouted. Oh great, I 
thought, this isn’t gonna be 
headache inducing at all. He raised 
his bow and started shooting but I 
managed to dodge as Valor ran up 
from behind and threw his spatula 
right between his eyes. Luckily for 
me a teenage elf isn’t exactly a 
great marksman with a weapon. 
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“Ah!!!! Please don’t kill me, I have so 
much of ‘My little pony’ left to 
watch”, he begged. After such a 
long and rotten day I struggled 
with myself, it would be so easy to 
take everything out on him but he 
still didn’t deserve to die. So I just 
roundhouse kicked him off the 
bridge, watched him fall face first 
into the murky weeds and called it 
a day. I walked to the other side of 
the bridge and sat down heavily on 
the grass in a field covered in 
orange and red flowers and looked 
up at the sky. I didn’t think of it 
much when I first came here to 
this world, everything else in my 
life was so cool that I didn't take 
much time to realize the beauty 

blue and red with the colors 
completely distinct, yet both 
worked perfectly with each other, 
reminding me again of yin and 
yang, the balance between life and 
death. The grass was lit up with 
axolotls, this time they shone 
bright white making me feel 
hopeful again. As I was sitting, the 
portal opened meaning it was time 
to go back to the real world. Well, 
at least this world was here. I don’t 
know what I would do without 
this place. Earlier today I felt like 
my life was over, that I could just 
fall and never get back up. I walked 
slowly back through the portal and 
fell flat on my face tripping over my 
laces. 

Photograph 
Lilia Berestecky '25 
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Gannets 
Ella Ahern '22 
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A Dip Into 
Disrepair 

Ellery Wilson '24

Colors of 
Eden 

Alex Syintsakos '23
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Torn 
Unless you had landed, 
I never would have noticed 
your wings were torn. 
As I watch you drink from the Mountain Mint, 
it seems as if you hardly notice either. 

Ekphrasis -Poem and Image 
Lauryn McGann '23
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A shoal is a shallow nutrient -rich refuge in a body of water
While the shoal can beach the greatest ships, it also can nurture the
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peers. The Shoal showcases our haven and growth in the life of
artists and writers at Falmouth High School.
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